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QUESTION:  
Does Sharing HR Services Mean More Risk? 

ANSWER:  Only if you’re not doing it right! 
 

The reality:  When you centralize HR processes, whether 
internally or via outsourcing, more eyes will be scrutinizing your 
compliance and/or looking for evidence of systemic 
discrimination. 

EEOC  (Tired of being OFCCP’s “harmless little brother” agency.  Since 2006, official stated strategy:  “Focus 
    on systemic discrimination litigation.”  Reiterated last December in its Strategic Enforcement Plan.) 

OFCCP   (Has been focused on systemic cases, especially at the hiring stage, for years.) 

FTC/ICE  (Increasingly uncovering/remedying small, technical compliance violations to the tune of millions) 

Law Firms (Tort reform and legislative changes in securities law are directing “class action” law firms to HR!) 

Unions  (Noncompliance is a rallying cry.  “You need representation so your big, bad employer stops violating 
    your rights!”) 



QUESTION –  
As We Set Out to Establish Our HR Shared Services or 
Address Existing Risk, Where Should We Focus Our 
Limited Time/Resources? 

From a legal compliance standpoint, these four areas are most likely to give 
you a headache:  (Hey, maybe you’ll qualify for FMLA!) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The upside:  Centralizing these services provides an opportunity to address 
and correct high-risk practices so you’re more “HR Healthy” than ever before.  
Will you take the time to do it? 

 Recruitment/Hiring 

Wage Payment 

Leave Administration 

Data Security and Management 



Recruitment/Hiring – 3 High Risk Areas 

 Unreliable Applicant Tracking System 
 Who’s watching?  OFCCP (if a federal contractor), EEOC (if have at least 15 employees) 

 What’s at stake?  Systemic discrimination “back pay” awards/settlements in 
hundreds of thousands (millions?) of dollars 

 

 Background Checks (esp. the Fair Credit Reporting Act) 
 Who’s watching?  Private attorneys  (the ones who used to sue asbestos companies!) 

 What’s at stake?  Class action lawsuits on the rise.  Statutory damages up to $1,000 
per violation.  Settlements are routinely in the millions of dollars. 

 

 Noncompliant I-9 Process 
 Who’s watching?  Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
 What’s at stake?  Audits/fines in the millions of dollars, possible criminal penalties.  

How do you look in orange? 
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You NEED a Reliable Applicant Tracking System  

OFCCP will want to use statistics to establish that you are discriminating.  If your 
statistical analyses create an inference of discrimination and you lack reliable records 
to overcome that inference, best of luck to you.  You’ll need it. 
• Understand the Internet Applicant Rule 

– Individual submits an expression of interest for employment through electronic means. 
– Employer considers individual for employment in a particular position. 
– Individual’s expression of interest indicates s/he possesses the basic qualifications for the position. 
– Individual does not remove self from further consideration or otherwise indicate no longer interested. 

• Train recruiters/hiring managers well 
– Understanding the significance of their role – TIP:  The initial screen is the most risky stage of the hiring process. 
– How to effectively disposition candidates – TIP:  Watch out for “default” dispositions and “linking” applications! 
– Use of data management techniques to manage size of applicant pools – TIP:  Smaller applicant pools = smaller exposure. 

• Be proactive when your internal audits suggest a problem exists 
– “Step analysis” – TIP:  Be sure to thoughtfully establish your recruitment to hire process in advance. 
– Test validation if causing adverse impact – TIP:  This is hard and unreliable.  Be sure the test “value” is worth the time/expense/risk.   
– Fix what needs fixin’! – WARNING:  Knowing of potential discrimination and doing nothing is a roadmap to punitive damages. 

• Be sure you can pull large sets of data reliably and efficiently 
– Many OFCCP compliance audits feel like a never-ending stream of requests for information.  OFCCP is famous for giving you five days to 

respond.  There won’t be time during the audit to check for accuracy, and you’ll lose credibility if you have to resubmit corrected data. 
– Consider conducting a mock audit. – TIP:  Become good friends with those who run your HRIS. 
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Background Checks – 5 Areas with Litigation Traps 

1. Ensure compliance with FCRA if using a third party to conduct background checks – 
and especially if you are the third party!   
– FCRA regulates collection of information beyond “credit” reports, i.e., background checks, motor vehicle reports, 

character/reputation, etc. 
– FTC interprets “employment purposes” to include independent contractors and volunteers. 
– TIP:  Watch out for these “technical” violations that have led to multi-million dollar settlements recently: 

• Obtaining reports without securing written authorization. 
• Disclosure forms must be “clear and conspicuous” and on a “stand alone” document, NOT buried in an application or 

other form. 
• Be wary of using electronic authorizations and disclosures. (This is widely done but has not been officially approved 

by FTC.) 
• Not waiting a “reasonable” amount of time between pre-adverse action notice and adverse action notice so 

candidate has an opportunity to review and contest inaccurate information.  (No “bright line” test, but case law 
suggests at least 5 business days.) 

• Remember “investigative consumer reports,” which require even more disclosures. 
– REMINDER:  As of January 1, 2013, you must be using the updated FCRA forms which reflect Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau has taken over enforcement. 

2. Don’t exclude candidates from employment based on arrest records. 
– Studies show this has an adverse impact on minorities, so using this as a basis for reject is risky. 
– This is a hot topic for both EEOC and OFCCP right now. 
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Background Checks – Litigation Traps (continued)   

3. Even conviction exclusions must be “job related and consistent with business 
necessity.” 
– EEOC’s updated guidance:  http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/arrest_conviction.cfm 
– OFCCP’s new guidance:  http://www.dol.gov/ofccp/regs/compliance/directives/dir306.htm 
– TIP:  Eliminate “across the board” policies that exclude candidates.  Instead, conduct an “individualized assessment” and 

consider, at least, (i) nature of crime, (ii) time elapsed, and (iii) nature of job. 

4. Watch out for unique state laws that regulate what you can inquire about. 
– Some states have their own FCRA statutes. 
– Other recent state law trends include:  prohibiting asking about social media passwords; prohibiting discrimination 

against the unemployed; prohibiting credit checks when not related to the job; “ban the box” laws, requiring criminal 
background checks to be made later in the application process; and protecting those who “legally lie.” (Embarrassingly, 
that last one is my state’s law.) 

5. Be careful using social media – Uncovering the “Poison Pill” of Knowledge 
– Not having knowledge of the protected status is the purest defense to discrimination claims. 
– TIP:  Don’t check social media sites until after extending conditional job offer.   
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I-9 Compliance – What You Know and Don’t Correct Can Land 
You in Jail (ICE Is Getting Serious. And a Little Mean.) 

• Form I-9 inspections are on the rise   
– 2,500 audits conducted in 2011. 
– 3,300 worksite enforcement cases initiated. 
– 221 employers criminally arrested. 
– Nearly 100 businesses debarred. 
– $10.4 million in fines to be collected  ($110 - $1,100  per technical violation; up to $375 - $14,050 per “knowingly hired” 

or “continued to employ” violation). 

• ICE’s approach:  It can feel like “Zero Tolerance” 
– This is not like incorrect tax forms, which can usually be fixed with no penalty. 

• Common technical “completion error” problems 
– Not using the most current version of Form I-9. 
– Section 1 – Checked wrong box  or multiple boxes (U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident); failed to date signature. 
– Section 2 – Recording errors re: List A, B, and C documents; expired documents accepted; over documentation or 

specifying documentation (1 from List A or Combination of 1 from List B and 1 from List C) – TIP:  Follow the form! 
– General – Blank spaces, missing numbers, illegible writing. 
– $110 to $1,100 fine per technical violation. 

• “Knowingly  hired” or “continued to employ”  
– 1 out of 20 in the workforce are illegal. 
– $375 to $14,050 fine per “knowingly hired” or “continued to employ” violations. 
– Knowledge, actual or constructive, will lead to harsher penalties. 
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I-9 Compliance (continued) – 8 Tips and 3 Warnings 

8 TIPS 
1. Commit to a “Culture of Compliance.” 

– Have a policy and follow it. 
– Train the appropriate people. 
– Conduct internal audits at least annually. 

2. Follow the timing requirements (Section 1 – no later than first day of work, Section 2 – completed by end of third business day), 
but don’t backdate if you miss them.   

3. If the documents appear genuine, accept them.  (More fines are for “technical” violations than for hiring the unauthorized.) 
4. Remember that payment of a sign-on bonus does not trigger I-9 Form completion. 
5. Document all “good faith efforts” to comply with I-9 requirements. 
6. Attach notes/memos to I-9 forms to explain date corrections or other mitigating information. 
7. Don’t ignore information that you learn as an employer that indicates an employee is not authorized to work. 
8. Don’t automatically terminate if you learn of a SSN mismatch.  (Remember that ICE is not the only compliance agency you have 

to worry about… EEOC, Office of Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices). 

3 WARNINGS – If you are under audit, be aware that ICE has been known to: 
1. Remove an employee during an audit (thereby giving employer knowledge that there may be a work authorization issue), and 

then instruct the employee to go back and re-apply after a week or more.  This person might be wearing a camera/wire! 
2. Instruct a former or current employee to phone the employer and ask if they remember when s/he disclosed immigration 

problems.  This call is likely being recorded! 
3. Have an undercover ICE agent pretend to apply for a job in order to gain information about how the I-9 process is handled by 

the employer. 
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Wage Payment – 4 Areas with Substantial Compliance Risk 
That Are Ripe for Class Action Lawsuits 

1. Vacation/PTO/Termination Pay 
– Most states treat accrued but unused vacation/PTO to be a “wage” that cannot be unilaterally forfeited, but some states 

permit you change this with a policy or agreement. 
– If you transition to a standard vacation/PTO policy, what will you do with existing “earned” vacation banks? 
– TIP:  If you permit voluntary cash-outs of vacation/PTO, be sure the cash-out is subject to a “substantial forfeiture” in 

order to avoid IRS “constructive receipt” problems. 

2. Timing and method of payments 
– State laws prescribe when wages must be paid, and some states still prohibit mandatory direct deposit.  In a multi-state 

environment, you’ll have to navigate this variability.   
– TIP:  Set up your termination pay process as conservatively, e.g., pay it all immediately, or be prepared to be nimble in an 

area of variable state law. 

3. Wage Deductions 
– State laws often govern:  (1) how wage deductions are made; (2) how much can be deducted; and (3) for what specific 

kinds of things you can deduct.  Improper deductions likely means a violation of state wage payment laws. 
– WARNING:  Running afoul of state wage payment laws in connection with any of these issues carries significant risk.  

Many state wage payment statutes provide for “double” or “triple” damages and attorney fees.  Worse yet, this type of 
claim is ripe for class action litigation.  

4. Employee Misclassification 
– Misclassified workers as exempt from overtime or as independent contractors are class action suits waiting to happen. 
– DOL and IRS are sharing information pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding.  States getting involved, too. 
– Significant liability for unpaid overtime and/or penalties and interest for failure to withhold employment taxes. 



Leave Administration – 5 Tricky Questions That Can Make 
or Break Your Risk Profile 

1. How long will you permit employees to remain on LOA? 
– LOA length is partially governed by law (FMLA , USERRA, state LOA laws).  After that, you get to determine it by your 

policy (Personal LOA, STD, LTD, etc.).   
– TIP:  You can reduce risk by having a clear and standardized process.  Be wary of being overly generous.  Remember, no 

good deed goes unpunished! 

2. When will you consider extending the LOA as an ADA reasonable accommodation? 
– Sears settled for $6.5 million because EEOC alleged it did not allow modifications to its “automatic termination” after 12 

months of leave policy. 
– Hot of the press:  12/18/12:  EEOC announced Dillards settled ADA class action for $2 million  
– TIP:  Have a good ADA/Reasonable Accommodation policy that confirms your commitment to comply with ADA and 

informs employees how they can request accommodations. 
– TIP:  Consider an extension of the LOA if: 

• The employee is disabled. 
• The extension is for a short, defined amount of time. 
• There is good reason to believe (medical substantiation) the extension will permit the employee to return to work. 
• It won’t cause undue hardship.  TIP:  Mere inconvenience, modest cost, or employee morale won’t get it done. 

– This is case by case determination that will require “local” input if leave is being administered offsite. 

3. What will you do if the associate isn’t able to return to work with or without RA? 
– Even the usually “employer friendly” 7th Circuit now says disabled employees that are “minimally qualified” don’t have to 

compete for open jobs when considering transfer as a reasonable accommodation. 
– Split in federal circuits may lead to Supreme Court guidance. 

 
 
 



Leave Administration (continued) 

4. How long will you provide job protection for employees who are on LOA? 
– Definitely while on approved FMLA unless employee would have lost job anyway or clear intent not to return to work. 
– After FMLA is exhausted, having a clear and consistent process will help ensure consistent application and avoid 

frustrated expectations that lead to discrimination claims. 
– But, be aware that if the employee is disabled, EEOC may want you to hold the job open as long as the employee is on an 

approved leave of absence unless you can show undue hardship.  (Again, good luck with that.) 
– Like consideration of LOA extensions, this is a case by case determination that will require “local” input. 

5. How long will you maintain benefits eligibility while employees are on LOA? 
– Employees have right to maintain their benefits while on FMLA. 
– After FMLA is exhausted, your insurance plan documents control.   
– How is the term “Employee” defined?  HINT:  It probably requires the person to actually be working a certain number of 

hours, or be on FMLA or COBRA continuation coverage. 
– If you extend benefits for an employee that is technically not eligible, your carrier will refuse to pay the claims.  (This 

includes fully insured plans, self-insured plans, and stop-loss coverage.)   
– TIP:  Don’t assume employees are still eligible for health insurance just because they are receiving STD benefits. 
– TIP:  Be sure you are providing the COBRA notice at the correct time. 
– TIP:  Be aware that the above concerns often arise in severance situations, too. 

 
 
 



Data Security and Management – As HR, YOU Are the 
“Gatekeeper” for a LOT of Critical Data! 

Data Security 
– Critical data:  SSN, driver’s license, birth date, bank account information, passport numbers, PHI (HIPAA/HITECH)… 
– Can you identify and inventory the systems, devices, and software applications that house critical data and that are 

required by law to be secure?  TIP:  It’s nice to be able to do this in advance. 
– A wide variety of state and federal laws govern this.  Many are industry-specific.  All have data security requirements,  

training requirements, and breach obligations.  You need to know which ones cover you. 

Elements of a Data/Records Management Program 
– Assigns responsibilities to appropriate groups and individuals. 
– Provides for the storage and protection of vital data/records. 
– Includes an email retention policy.   
– Includes a litigation hold procedure.   
– Provides a process for review, revisions, and updates to the program and schedule.   
– Requires employee training.   

Benefits of Data/Records Management 
– Compliance:  Legal and operational 
– Efficiency:  Timely access to accurate information 
– Effective Litigation Holds 
– Cost Savings:  Decreased storage and access costs 

 

 
 
 



Data Security and Management (continued) 

6 Crucial Steps to Protect Your Organization 
1. Perform a system risk assessment.  
2. Implement company-wide security training. 
3. Enable network security monitoring.   
4. Review access and security log files.  
5. Require physical access controls for facilities and computers. 
6. Review hardware and software contracts for security obligations and liabilities. 

 
And, for good measure, consider insuring against: 

– network security 
– privacy 
– data loss 
– business interruption loss from viruses 
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